
PORNOGRAPHY ON THE INTERNET SHOULD BE REGULATED

Internet porn: regulation could be the only answer This should not be an insurmountable technical challenge: the top six
British ISPs have.

Not if you want a healthy civil society. Late last month, the House of Representatives passed the Fight Online
Sex Trafficking Act, a bill designed to curb sex trafficking by placing new criminal and civil liabilities on
social media sites that host speech about sex work. The funny thing is people seem to be angry at the idea of
regulating things like pornography but no one cares that the government already regulates all our electronic
communication by spying on us. Most Popular. Well when you have a supreme court that ludicrously equates
pornography with free speech this is an understandable, but wrong position. That said, as a responsible
company, we want to ensure we are complying with the regulations and hope that the regulator is sufficiently
resourced to carry out its function successfully. People will do anything they think they can get away with and
more. That said, we are committed to complying and adhering to the law. The company has already developed
its own verification software, AgeID, which requires users to confirm their age with some form of ID before
accessing adult sites. Sara Harrison Advertisement If any of the pending porn-tax bills did become law, they
would also likely face immediate and expensive constitutional challenges, re-invoking some of the same
issues that were debated in Reno v. The UK government is leaving it up to the adult industry to craft its own
age verification system. The government used to be in the business of protecting the base unit of society, the
family. We forget that freedom requires responsible behaviorâ€”we confuse liberty with license, thinking that
freedom means you can do anything you want. The worry, as reported by The Verge , is that MindGeek will
dominate the market, and charge smaller adult content sites exorbitant fees to use AgeID. MindGeek did not
immediately return a request for comment, but AgeID says it's also against the regulations, despite having
built the software to accommodate them. Sex workers and civil liberties advocates, though, say the proposed
laws fail to draw a distinction between consensual employment and human trafficking. The internet is a
conduit touching all levels of society and when that conduit spews barbarism etc. If you really care about
freedom as opposed to license then get angry about the NSA. Across the pond in the United Kingdom,
regulators have already passed a new measure that will require anyone who wants to access online porn
register one time with an age verification database. The problem in America now is not necessarily the
internet; it is we have no concept of the proper exercise of legitimate authority. We now have access to more
information than we did in the entire history of mankind before the internet, yet we are also more ignorant and
functionally illiterate that ever before--we do nothing constructive with all that knowledge. Submit We used to
regulate television and movies and no one died. Human beings as a whole and Americans in particular are
incapable of self-regulation. People seem to think regulation of the internet violates some principal of
freedom, like free speech. Meanwhile the actual effects of porn on young people are still being explored.
AgeID has already been in use in Germany since  Television and movies were regulated for content and with
good reason--look what we have now without that oversight. One of the fundamental purposes of government
is to regulate the behavior of society to ensure domestic orderâ€”that is why we have laws. Many adult
industry stakeholders oppose the new regulations, especially over concern that MindGeekâ€”a porn behemoth
that owns or is affiliated with many of the world's most popular adult content sitesâ€”would monopolize the
age-verification market.


